
from We, the Monstrous 
 

 

Author’s Introduction 
 

The following is an except from my chapbook We, the Monstrous: Script for an Unrealizable Film, 
which will be published in the spring of 2018 by The Operating System 

(https://squareup.com/market/the-operating-system/item/print-document-chapbook-series-

subscription ).  Since this excerpt occurs in roughly the middle of the work, some contextualizing is 

in order. 
 
Although the antagonist, White Noise, is foreshadowed in some earlier scenes, this excerpt begins 

with the first scene in which he speaks.  The setting is a political rally.  As I note in the Afterword to 

this work, “Regarding the character of White Noise, some will be tempted to read him as simply 

representing one contemporary political figure.  While there are resemblances, certainly, it would 

be a mistake to read him as merely or even primarily representing this individual.  White Noise, 

instead, represents the hatred, greed, racism and white privilege manifest in US culture circa 2017— 

something that is much larger than this individual, and without which this person, in his present 

state, would not even exist.”  This scene also includes a kind of anti-Chorus, called The Mob— The 

Chorus of course being a convention of classical Greek tragedy.  For the Greeks, as in my work, 

The Chorus is sympathetic, while in contrast The Mob in my work sides with the antagonist and, as 

can be seen here, blindly does his bidding. 

 

Besides the antagonist, there are two other important characters in this work.  In the first scenes 

they appear in (beginning in Act I, prior to this excerpt), they are known simply as She and He.  

She, the protagonist (who does not appear in this excerpt), is transformed into Platonesse, a name 

of her choosing, and then ultimately again into The Final Girl for her climactic confrontation with 

White Noise. 

 

The He character also undergoes a transformation: he becomes Béranger, the protagonist of 

Eugène Ionesco’s play Rhinoceros.  A work of Theater of the Absurd, Rhinoceros is also an 

allegory of resistance and collaboration during the Nazi occupation.  In it, characters increasingly 

turn into “rhinoceroses” (that is, Nazis), and Béranger, portrayed as weak at the beginning of the 

play because he is a drunkard, becomes the lone person of conscience to refuse to become one of 

them.  The last scene in this excerpt is the first in my work in which the He character appears as 

Béranger; it also includes a major plot development, one which leads to a tragic resolution in the 

final act. 

 

We, the Monstrous is a poem, a work of drama and a political work written in and about this 

historical moment.  It is a work of resistance, and an insistence that, although, as Platonesse points 

out, humans often behave inhumanely, the higher values of what’s “fine & true & real,/ Honest & 

compassionate” ultimately trump avarice and hatred. 

 

—MARK DUCHARME 
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                 ACT II, SCENE 2 

 

[WHITE NOISE speaks.  Everywhere people are chanting & jeering.  Fires sporadically 
are started, windows broken, women & children pelted with stones, the elderly trampled & 
beaten, LGBTQ people brutalized.] 
 

        When, in grace to be unbothered 

        Spectators & followers 

        Emotion junkies who seethe 

        In the very act of misnaming 

        Misattributing & mistaking 

        The least for the most 

        Corporate for corporeal 

        Transience for the eternal 

        Grave for womb 

        In the fear that flowers in so many 

        In conformity-comfort 

        With a silver spoon up the rear 

        Or a good American plastic one— o 

        See can you swear 

        By the little you care 

        & All ye fear 

        & By night’s stark rumors 

        That greed may go on 

        & The sun 

        Fall away 

        Into mourning’s new day 

        & The rich get away 

        Ever after 

        Ever after 

        Ever after 

 

[THE MOB takes up the chant inconsolably.] 
 



        Ever after! 

        Ever after! 

        Ever after! 

 

SPECTATOR 1: 

        But what about me? 

        Where will my glory be? 

 

WHITE NOISE: 

        Your glory, madame, is in supporting me! 

 

[Sound of laughter, perhaps from THE MOB, perhaps canned.] 
 

SPECTATOR 2: 

        What about me? 

        I cannot see. 

 

WHITE NOISE: 

        Then you are my favorite supporter of all! 

 

SPECTATOR 3: 

        What about me? What about me? 

        I’m of a race you’ll never be. 

 

WHITE NOISE: 

        Take that man out & have him mauled! 

 

[The SECURITY FORCES enter & forcibly drag SPECTATOR 3 away.  Sound of vicious 
dogs growling & barking off camera.  Later, sound of human screams.] 
 

SPECTATOR 4: 

        Free that man from his plight! 



        Just because you’re El Honcho doesn’t give you the right! 

 

WHITE NOISE: 

        Seize that traitor! Seize that traitor! 

        Show her just what dissenters are in for! 

 

[The MOB turns on SPECTATOR 4.  They become like rabid Maenads at an ancient 
Dionysian rite.  They tear SPECTATOR 4 to shreds.  Blood & strips of flesh are 
everywhere.  Somebody captures it on cellphone camera, but the SECURITY FORCES 
come smash the phone & brutalize its owner.  The plastic-haired reporters, the few who 

haven’t already gotten their sound bytes, flee in terror.  Fires rage in the distance & smoke 
bellows, drowning out the image as screams are drowned in the rhythm of THE MOB’s 
incessant chanting.]



                ACT II, SCENE 3 

 

[It is a few days later.  THE CHORUS speaks.] 
 

        In the language of stark flowers 

        All eyes meet 

        & We go up the street 

        People dance 

        It is a celebration— because one must either mourn or rejoice 

        There is hardly ever anything between 

 

        & We walk, refusing 

        To be idle 

        To just sit idly by 

        In the wind with noses broken 

 

        Broken, fractured in 

        The dark 

        In the dark where we came from 

        Which named us 

        Consumes us 

        As everything you’ve dreamed learned & forgotten 

 

        This isn’t a voice 

        It’s Poetry, a body 

        A body you came from 

        In the wind not telling 

 

        Wind doesn’t tell 

        All of her sources 

        Her deep diversions 

        Her unnamable cries 

 



        Which fill our hearts with chatter 

        As the beholden grow dim 

 

        While the room & all its sources 

        Lay bare what’s happening 

        In acts of violence 

        In the moment being seen 

 

        The moment is not true 

        It’s savage, but too real 

        In the thrill of night’s delivery 

        Hungry with savage voices 

 

        Which daylight fears, & where 

        All hungry monsters loom 

        Sick with ravished bravado 

        But thirsting— 

 

        Thirsting for your peace. 



                ACT II, SCENE 4 

 

[BÉRANGER—  for He, too, has been given a name— & WHITE NOISE meet.  Because 
He is Béranger, he is also drunk.] 
 
WN:  I am everything & I am beautiful. 

          I wish you weren’t here. 

 

B:      What do wishes matter? 

          I shall address myself to the crowd. 

 

WN: The crowd has been ordered away. 

          I own the rights to public discourse now. 

          I could sell you shares 

          At top dollar. 

 

B:      To sell or buy 

          The common good, 

          Something of infinite value, 

          With what is merely an agreed upon idea, 

          Though a rank & filthy one. 

 

WN:  My money is beauty 

          Itself— & if you haven’t noticed 

          I’ve already poisoned your ‘common good,’ 

          Polluted public discourse, 

          Raped rhetoric, shitted on science. 

 

B:      Why am I even talking to you, 

          You void in search of a self; 

          You swirl of clangor; you swiller 

          Of lies & all that’s most reptilian; 

          You inhuman replica of refuse in human guise; 

          You rank liar; you foul, mendacious sludge; 

          You dissembler who would disassemble 

          All that’s left that’s fine & true & real, 

          Honest & compassionate. You’d raze 

          The very bones of our democracy & sell 

          Them for scraps— you beggar 

          For attention in cheap rhetoric; 

          You buzzard; you grabber for whom nothing or no one’s inviolable; 

          You blank stain on our history, our 

          Consciousness & all our knowing; 

          You piece of trash picked up in a casino by a Mafioso; 

          You middleman; you grubber for landlessness; 

          You seller of what none dare own nor buy; 



          You cheap hood in a business suit; 

          You scrap of nothing no one’s ever named. 

 

WN:  I hear ‘me’ in your speech. I like that. 

 

B:      You hear your own voice 

          In a drunkard’s shitting. 

 

WN:  You’re a drunkard! 

 

B:      Only because I have to 

          Interact with 

          You 

                  In real historical time. 

 

WN:  Nothing is real. 

 

B:                               That’s where you’re wrong. 

          Love & hatred are real. 

          A baby’s finger’s grasp is real. 

          Our changing climate— real. 

          A city, a kiss or a flower— all real. 

          It’s only you who are not real. 

          You’re a simulacrum, a storyboard 

          Written for cameras with no film. 

          You’re love with no object, passion 

          Without purpose— for you 

          Only love yourself & your own kind; 

          & You’re hatred with no bounds, for there’s 

          No ‘other’ with whom you can empathize. 

 

WN:  O, I am real alright. 

          I can destroy like no other 

          Monster, hunger or ghost- 

          Of-a-thing. 

          & I am reason’s nightmare: 

         The abiding need which does not care. 

 

B:      You are all of that, & more— 

          & Yes you can do great, great harm. 

          Yet for all of that, for all 

          That power, you’re still a pathetic, fearful child 

          Pleasing only himself, 

          Waiting for the wide world to raise him 

          To something so much larger, 

          So much greater than he is— 

          Nostalgia for a glory 



          That cannot be, nor ever was. 

 

WN (enraged): 
          Guards! Seize this man! 

          Have my scientists— the best ones— 

          Turn him to an elephant, 

          For elephants are so docile, & 

          You can poach their tusks for ivory, 

          Which is a great source of income. 

 

B (being dragged away): 
          If I’m turned into an elephant, 

          I’ll only gore you like a giant bull! 

 

WN (to lackeys, who may or may not be there): 
          Assemble all my brokers & my whores; 

          I’ve already broken down the door! 

 

 

 


